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CESARE FERRARI LAB

Cesare Ferrari Lab is an innovative 
research laboratory in the field of 
furnishings, items for interiors and 
designer objects.
Recently, one of the most interesting 
innovations is the so called “liquid 
metal” finish, that is, the possibility 
to give any solid surface a real metal 
coating.
A thin, rigid covering can be applied 
to surfaces with any configuration, 
maintaining all the properties of non 
ferrous metals. The covering is a 
powder composed of nano particles of 
brass, copper, nickel, bronze, gold and 
their mixtures. Surfaces which have 
been finished with liquid metal, once 
smoothed, can be satinized, pickled, 
and polished like all metal surfaces.
Liquid metal can be applied in several 
fields, thanks to the winning combination 
of high technology with our skillfulness 
in manual work/craftsmanship. From 
the finishes of objects, furniture, 
writing, logos including those for 
exteriors, to sculptures and for working 
indoor and outdoor elements such as 
grills, balusters, capitals, helicoidal 
structures etc.
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TYPES OF APPLICATION



WHY LIQUID METAL?

The application of liquid metal has multiple benefits

Economic savings and time savings, because the 
process does not require moulds to be made for 
casting the metals or the use of foundries;

ossibility to realize various shapes  curved, 
concave, engraved, intaglioed and special shapes.

Possibility to obtain the shades required by mixing 
various coloured metals together, for example, 
brass and copper, bronze and gold.

In some cases the use of metal sheets together 
with the liquid metal is recommended, depending 
on the project to be carried out. Our technicians 
are at your disposal to carry out a technical and 
commercial evaluation of your projects.
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Cesare Ferrari Group is a reality that for 
several years has been operating with 
success in this difficult, complex but 
fascinating and creative field offering a total 
guarantee of reliability, professionalism 
and experience.
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